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Abstra t

impossible to use two or more di erent approa hes at the
same time. Moreover, among all these di erent approa hes
there is no lear winner, although so- alled views seem to
be the most prominent and favourite extension.
Therefore, a onsolidation of pattern mat hing at a more
fundamental level deserves attention. An extension should
be simple enough so that its use is not prohibited by a omplex syntax, and it should be powerful enough to express
most of the existing approa hes.
In this paper we present a proposal for an elementary extension of patterns and pattern mat hing that naturally extends
Haskell's urrent pattern mat hing apabilities. The design
is in uen ed by the following goals:

We propose three extensions to patterns and pattern mat hing in Haskell. The rst, pattern guards, allows the guards
of a guarded equation to mat h patterns and bind variables,
as well as to test boolean ondition. For this we introdu e
a natural generalisation of guard expressions to guard quali ers.
A frequently-o urring spe ial ase is that a fun tion should
be applied to a mat hed value, and the result of this is to
be mat hed against another pattern. For this we introdu e
a synta ti abbreviation, transformational patterns, that is
parti ularly useful when dealing with views.
These proposals an be implemented with very modest synta ti and implementation ost. They are upward ompatible with Haskell; all existing programs will ontinue to work.
We also o er a third, mu h more spe ulative proposal, whi h
provides the transformational-pattern onstru t with additional power to expli itly at h pattern mat h failure.
We demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed extension
by several examples, in parti ular, we ompare our proposal
with views, and we also dis uss the use of the new patterns
in ombination with equational reasoning.



Conservative Extension. Programs that do not use the
new feature should not need to be hanged and should
have un hanged semanti s.



Simpli ity. We shall not introdu e (yet another) more
or less omplex sub-language for spe ifying new kinds
of patterns, for introdu ing pattern de nitions, and so
on. Instead, a minor extension to the syntax with a
simple semanti s should be aimed at.



Expressiveness. It should be possible to express pattern
mat hing on abstra t data types. In parti ular, views
[19, 3, 4, 11℄, and two kinds of a tive patterns [12, 6℄
should be overed.



EÆ ient and Simple Implementation. The use of the
new patterns should not be penalised by longer running
times. Moreover, only minimal hanges to an existing
language should be needed. This fa ilitates the easy
integration of the new on ept into existing language
implementations and supports a broad evaluation of
the on ept.

1 Introdu tion
Pattern mat hing is a well-appre iated feature of languages
like ML or Haskell; it greatly simpli es the task of inspe ting values of stru tured data types and fa ilitates su in t
fun tion de nitions that are easy to understand. In its basi
form, pattern mat hing tries to identify a ertain stru ture
of a value to be pro essed by a fun tion. This stru ture is
spe i ed by a pattern, and if it an be re overed in a value,
orresponding parts of the value are usually bound to variables. These bindings are exploited on the right-hand side of
the de nition. There are numerous proposals for extending
the apabilities of patterns and pattern mat hing; in parti ular, the problems with pattern mat hing on abstra t data
types have stimulated a lot of resear h [19, 16, 3, 12, 4, 6, 11℄.
Other aspe ts have also been subje t to extensions and generalisations of pattern mat hing [8, 1, 9, 7, 17℄.
All these approa hes di er in what they an be used for, in
their syntax, and in their properties, whi h makes it almost

The remainder of this paper is stru tured as follows: we motivate the need for more powerful pattern mat hing in Se tion 2 and present our proposal in Se tions 3 and 4. Syntax
and semanti s are de ned in Se tion 5, and the implementation is dis ussed in Se tion 6. A detailed omparison with
views is performed in Se tion 7. In Se tion 8 we then disuss the use of the new patterns with equational reasoning.
A further extension of the expressiveness of our proposal is
des ribed in Se tion 9. Related work is dis ussed in Se tion
10, and nally, on lusions are given in Se tion 11.
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2 The need for more powerful pattern mat hing

filtSeq :: (a->Bool) -> Seq a -> Seq a
filtSeq p xs
| isJust lv && p y = l ons y (filtSeq p ys)
| isJust lv
= filtSeq p ys
| otherwise
= nil
where
lv = lview xs
Just (y,ys) = lv

In the urrent version of Haskell pattern mat hing is not just
a straight, one-step pro ess be ause guards an be used to
onstrain further the sele tion of fun tion equations. However, no (additional) bindings an be produ ed in this se ond step. This is a somewhat non-orthogonal design, and
the extension we propose essentially generalises this aspe t.
Consider the following Haskell fun tion de nition.

The auxiliary fun tion isJust is taken from the standard
library Maybe:

filter p [℄
= [℄
filter p (y:ys) | p y
= y : filter p ys
| otherwise = filter p ys

isJust :: Maybe a -> Bool
isJust (Just x) = True
isJust Nothing = False

The de ision of whi h right-hand side to hoose is made in
two stages: rst, pattern mat hing sele ts a guarded group,
and se ond, the boolean-valued guards sele t among the
right-hand sides of the group.

The idea here is that the guard isJust lv he ks that the
lview returns a Just value, while the (lazily-mat hed) pattern Just (y,ys) is only mat hed if y or ys is demanded. So
now filtSeq is more \equational", but it is hardly learer

In these two stages, only the pattern-mat hing stage an bind
variables, but only the guards an all fun tions. It is well
known that this design gives rise to a dire t on i t between
pattern-mat hing and abstra tion, as we now dis uss.

than before. A well-known approa h to re on ile pattern
mat hing and abstra t data types is the views proposal; we
will onsider views in detail in Se tion 7.

2.1 Abstra t data types

2.2 Mat hing that involves several arguments

Consider an abstra t data type of sequen es, whi h o ers
O(1) a ess to both ends of the sequen e (see, for example,
[10℄):

As another example, suppose we have an abstra t data type
of nite maps, with a lookup operation:

nil
l ons
lview
r ons
rview

::
::
::
::
::

Seq a
a -> Seq
Seq a ->
Seq a ->
Seq a ->

lookup :: FiniteMap -> Int -> Maybe Int
a -> Seq a
Maybe (a,Seq a)
a -> Seq a
Maybe (Seq a,a)

The lookup returns Nothing if the supplied key is not in the
domain of the mapping, and (Just v) otherwise, where v is
the value that the key maps to. Now onsider the following
de nition:

Sin e sequen es are realized as an abstra t date type, their
representation is not known, and this prohibits the use of
pattern mat hing. The fun tions lview and rview provide
two views of the sequen e, one as a left-oriented list and the
other as a right-oriented list, and thus reveal to some degree
a representation of sequen es (that an be di erent, though,
from their a tual implementation). This means that pattern
mat hing against this representation is now prin ipally possible. However, it generally leads to less learer de nitions.
For example, a fun tion to lter su h a sequen e would have
to use a ase expression to s rutinise the result of, say,
lview:

lunky env var1 var2 | ok1 && ok2 = val1 + val2
| otherwise = var1 + var2
where
m1 = lookup env var1
m2 = lookup env var2
ok1 = isJust m1
ok2 = isJust m2
Just val1 = m1
Just val2 = m2

Mu h as with filtSeq, the guard ok1 && ok2 he ks that
both lookups su eed, using isJust to onvert the maybe
types to booleans. The (lazily mat hed) Just patterns extra t the values from the results of the lookups, and bind
the returned values to val1 and val2, respe tively. If either lookup fails, then lunky takes the otherwise ase and
returns the sum of its arguments.
This is ertainly legal Haskell, but it is a tremendously verbose and un-obvious way to a hieve the desired e e t. Is it
any better using ase expressions?

filtSeq :: (a->Bool) -> Seq a -> Seq a
filtSeq p xs
= ase (lview xs) of
Nothing -> nil
Just (y,ys) | p y -> l ons y (filtSeq p ys)
| otherwise -> filtSeq p ys

This is mu h less satisfa tory than the list version of filter,
whi h used pattern-mat hing dire tly. A tually, it is possible to write filtSeq in a more equational way:
2

2.3 Summary

lunky env var1 var1 =
ase lookup env var1 of
Nothing -> fail
Just val1 ->
ase lookup env var2 of
Nothing -> fail
Just val2 -> val1 + val2
where
fail = var1 + var2

In this se tion we shown that Haskell's pattern-mat hing
apabilities are unsatisfa tory in ertain situations. The rst
example relates to the well-known tension between patternmat hing and abstra tion. The lunky example, however,
was a little di erent | there, the mat hing involved two
arguments (env and var1), and did not arise dire tly from
data abstra tion.
There is no fundamental issue of expressiveness: we an
rewrite any set of pattern-mat hing, guarded equations as
ase expressions. Indeed, that is pre isely what the ompiler
does when ompiling equations! So should we worry at all?
Yes, we should. The reason that Haskell provides guarded
equations is be ause they allow us to write down the ases
we want to onsider, one at a time, mostly independently
of ea h other | the \equational style". This stru ture is
hidden in the ase version. In the ase of lunky, two of
the right-hand sides are really the same (fail).

This is a bit shorter, but hardly better. Worse, if this was
just one equation of lunky, with others that follow, then
the thing would not work at all. That is, suppose we have
lunky' env (var1:var2:vars) | ok1 && ok2
= val1 + val2
where
m1 = lookup env var1

... as before

lunky' env [var1℄
lunky' env [℄

=
=

Furthermore, nested ase expressions s ale badly: the whole
expression tends to be ome more and more indented. In
ontrast, the equational (albeit verbose) de nition, using
isJust have the merit that they s ale ni ely to a ommodate multiple equations. So we seek a way to a ommodate
the equational style despite a degree of abstra tion.

... some stu
... more stu

Now, if either of the lookups fail, we want to fall through to
the se ond and third equations for lunky'. If we write the
de nition in the form of a ase expression, we are for ed to
make the latter two equations for lunky' into a separate
de nition and all it in the right-hand side of fail. This
is pre isely why Haskell provides guards at all, rather than
relying on if-then-else expressions: if the guard fails, we
fall through to the next equation, whereas we annot do that
with a onditional.
What is frustrating about this is that the solution is so tantalisingly near at hand! What we want to do is to patternmat h on the result of the lookup. We an do it like this:
lunky' env vars(var1:var2:_)
= help (lookup env var1) (lookup
where
help (Just v1) (Just v2) vars
help _
_
[var1℄
help _
_
[℄

3 A proposal: pattern guards
Our initial proposal is simple:

Instead of being a boolean expression, a guard is a
list of quali ers, exa tly as in a list omprehension.
That is, the only syntax hange is to repla e exp by quals in
the syntax of guarded equations.
Here is how we would write lunky:

env var2) vars
= v1 + v2
= ... some stu
= ... more stu

lunky env var1 var1
| Just val1 <- lookup env var1
, Just val2 <- lookup env var2
= val1 + val2

Now we do get three equations, one for ea h right-hand side,
but it is still lunky. In a big set of equations it be omes
hard to remember what ea h Just pattern orresponds to.
Worse, we annot use one lookup in the next. For example,
suppose our fun tion was like this:

... other equations for lunky

The semanti s should be lear enough. The quali ers are
mat hed in order. For a <- quali er, whi h we all a pattern
guard, the right-hand side is evaluated and mat hed against
the pattern on the left. If the mat h fails, then the whole
guard fails, and the next equation is tried. If it su eeds,
then the appropriate binding(s) are made, and the next quali er is mat hed, in the augmented environment. Unlike list
omprehensions, however, the type of the expression to the
right of the <- is the same as the type of the pattern to
its left. The bindings introdu ed by pattern guards s ope
over all the remaining guard quali ers, and over the righthand side of the equation. If there is a where lause, then
its bindings s ope over all the guards, just as in Haskell at
present.
Just as with list omprehensions, boolean expressions an
be freely mixed with the pattern guards. For example:

lunky'' env var1 var2 | ok1 && ok2 = val2
| otherwise = var1 + var2
where
m1
= lookup env var1
m2
= lookup env (var2 + val1)
ok1 = isJust m1
ok2 = isJust m2
Just val1 = m1
Just val2 = m2

Noti e that the se ond lookup uses val1, the result of the
rst lookup. To express this with a help fun tion requires
a se ond helper fun tion nested inside the rst. Dire stu .
3

f x | [y℄ <- x
, y > 3
, Just z <- h y
= ...

However, this introdu es an indire tion into the de nition
and the \solution" that is o ered by this approa h to the
problem of pattern mat hing with abstra t data types is
simply to avoid it.

Haskell's urrent guards therefore emerge as a spe ial ase,
in whi h the quali er list has just one element, a boolean
expression.

4 A further proposal: transformational patterns
Pattern guards allow the programmer to all an arbitrary
fun tion and pattern-mat h on the result. In the important spe ial ase addressed by views, these alls take a very
stylised form, and this motivates us to propose some spe ial
syntax, transformational patterns, in support.
Here is how we might write filtSeq, using a transformational pattern:

Just as with list omprehensions, a let quali er an introdu e a binding. It is also possible to do this with pattern
guards with a simple variable pattern a <- exp. However
a let quali er is a little more powerful, be ause it an introdu e a re ursive or mutually-re ursive binding. It is not
lear whether this power is parti ularly useful, but it seems
more uniform to have exa tly the same syntax as list omprehensions.
One ould argue that the notation <- is misleading, suggesting the idea of drawn from as in a list omprehension. But
it is very ni e to reuse pre isely the list- omprehension syntax. Furthermore, the only viable alternative is =, and that
would lead to parsing diÆ ulties, be ause we rely on the =
to herald the arrival of the right-hand side of the equation.
Consider f x | y = h x = 3.

filtSeq :: (a->Bool) -> Seq a -> Seq a
filtSeq p (Just (y,ys))!lview
| p y
= l ons y (filtSeq p ys)
| otherwise = filtSeq p ys
filtSeq p Nothing!lview = nil

The transformational pattern (Just (y,ys))!lview means
informally \apply lview and mat h against Just (y,ys)".
The expression to the right of the \!" is alled pattern a tion. Transformational patterns are simply synta ti sugar
for an equivalent form using pattern guards, but they are notationally a little more on ise. Furthermore, they are quite
like views: \mat h Just (y,ys) against the lview view of
the argument".
Sin e the fun tion in a transformational pattern an refer to
any variables that are in s ope in, or bound by, the where
lause, we an write lunky as:

Using pattern guards for filtSeq exposes a small de ien y:
filtSeq :: (a->Bool) -> Seq a ->
filtSeq p xs
| Just (y,ys) <- lview xs, p y
| Just (y,ys) <- lview xs
| otherwise

Seq a
= l ons y (filtSeq p ys)
= filtSeq p ys
= nil

There is the annoying repeated all to lview xs (whi h an
be shared by putting it in a where lause), plus the annoying
repeated pattern mat h (whi h annot). Maybe one would
like some kind of nested guards, thus:

lunky env (Just val1)!(lookup env)
(Just val2)!(lookup env) = val1 + val2

... other equations for lunky

filtSeq :: (a->Bool) -> Seq a -> Seq a
filtSeq p xs
| Just (y,ys) <- lview xs
| p y
= l ons y (filtSeq p ys)
| otherwise = filtSeq p ys
| otherwise
= nil

This gives transformational patterns just a little more power
than views, at the ost of a somewhat ad ho avour. To
summarise, transformational patterns help to keep fun tion
equations single-lined, whi h greatly enhan es readability
and understanding of fun tion de nitions ontaining several
equations. Moreover, transformational patterns are parti ularly useful when simulating views, see Se tion 7, and with
equational reasoning, see Se tion 8.

Su h an extension would make perfe t sense, and would not
be hard to implement, but its power-to-weight ratio is signi antly lower than for our main proposal: it is less often
useful (less power), and requires more new syntax (greater
weight).
It is also possible to write filtSeq using an auxiliary fun tion filtSeq':

5 Syntax and semanti s
Based on the Haskell 98 Report [14℄, we need two small
hanges to the syntax to integrate pattern guards and transformational patterns: rst, a guard is not just anymore given
by an expression but by a list of quali ers, and an atomi
pattern an be a pattern extended by an expression:

filtSeq :: (a->Bool) -> Seq a -> Seq a
filtSeq p = filtSeq' p . lview
filtSeq' :: (a->Bool) -> Maybe (a,Seq a) -> Seq a
filtSeq' p Nothing
= nil
filtSeq' p (Just (y,ys)) =
if p y then l ons y (filtSeq p ys)
else filtSeq p ys

gd

! |

qual1 , : : : , qualn Pattern Guard

apat ! : : :
j apat!aexp
4

Transformational Pattern

6 Implementation

We de ne the semanti s of pattern guards and transformational patterns by a series of equations that relate them to
\ordinary" ase expressions of Haskell.
We start with the redu tion of pattern guards to nested
ase expressions. For this, we rst unfold multiple guards in
mat hes to nested ase expressions. This is done to keep the
further translation manageable be ause guards themselves
an be lists of quali ers. Hen e, we repla e rule ( ) by

The standard te hnology used by ompilers for generating eÆ ient mat hing trees from sets of equations an be
adapted straightforwardly to a ommodate pattern guards
and transformational patterns. Currently, pattern guards
are fully implemented in GHC, and transformational patterns are not yet implemented.
The eÆ ien y issue is a little more pressing than with pure
pattern mat hing, be ause the a ess fun tions, alled in
the transformational pattern or the pattern guard, may be
arbitrarily expensive. For example, onsider

( ') ase v of { p | g1 -> e1 : : :
| gn -> en where { de ls };
_
-> e }
= ase e of { y ->
ase v of { p ->
let de ls in
0

0

data AbsInt = Pos Int | Neg Int
absInt :: Int -> AbsInt
absInt n = if n>=0 then Pos n else Neg (-n)

ase () of {
() | g1 -> e1 ;
_
-> : : : ase () of {
() | gn -> en ;
_
-> y } : : : }
_ -> y }}

f :: Int -> Int
f (Pos n)!absInt = n+1
f (Neg n)!absInt = -(n+1)

where y is a ompletely new variable

This is reasonably on ise. But how many times is absInt
alled? In this ase, it is pretty lear that it need only be
alled on e. But what about this:

The onstru tion ase () of () -> ... indi ates that
these ase expressions do not pattern mat hing, but are
just used to look at the guards.
Next we expand a list of quali ers of ea h guard into a nested
ase expression.

g
g
g
g

(s) ase () of { () | q1 , : : : , qn -> e; _ -> e }
= ase e of { y ->
0

((Pos a)!absInt : as) [℄
=
[℄
((Pos b)!absInt : bs) =
((Neg a)!absInt : as) ((Neg b)!absInt : bs) =
_
_
=

...
...
...
...

Now it gets harder to tell! In general, it may be ne essary
to know the pattern-mat h ompilation algorithm used by
the ompiler in order to reason pre isely about how many
times absInt will be alled. Nevertheless, it is not diÆ ult
to expand a pattern mat hing algorithm by knowledge about
transformational patterns so that in ases like above (when
only a fun tion and not a omplex expression is used as a
pattern a tion) one an ensure a translation into nested ase
expressions so that at ea h argument position ea h pattern
a tion is invoked only on e.
Without any hanges to the pattern mat hing algorithm,
pattern guards allow us to express the sharing expli itly in
some ases:

0

ase () of {
() | q1 -> : : : ase () of {
() | qn -> e;
_
-> y }; : : :
_
-> y }}

where y is a ompletely new variable

The next three equations explain how quali ers are resolved:
(t) boolean guards are transformed into onditionals, (u)
a lo al de laration an be just moved into the body, and
(v) generators are again transformed into ase expressions
where the generating expression is s rutinised and mat hed
against the binding pattern.

f n | Pos n' <- abs_n = n'+1
| Neg n' <- abs_n = -(n'+1)
where
abs_n = absInt n

(t) ase () of { () | e0 -> e; _ -> e }
= if e0 then e else e
0

0

(u) ase () of { () | let de ls -> e; _ -> e }
= let de ls in e
0

Here the ommon de nition abs_n makes lear that there
should only be one all to absInt. But a where lause annot always be used. For example, onsider the following
silly fun tion g using the AbsInt view (for an explanation of
views, see the next se tion)

(v) ase () of { () | (p0 <- e0 ) -> e; _ -> e }
= ase e0 of { p0 -> e; _ -> e }
0

0

It remains to redu e transformational patterns to pattern
guards. This is done by the following equation:

view AbsInt of Int = Pos Int | Neg Int
where absInt = ... as above ...

(w) ase v of { p!f -> e; _ -> e }
= ase v of { x | (p <- f x) -> e; _ -> e }
where x is a ompletely new variable
0

g (Pos (Pos n)) = n+1
g (Pos (Neg n)) = -(n+1) -- A bit silly

0

5

Now we have to write

7.1 Do views subsume pattern guards?

g n | Pos n1 <- abs_n, Pos n2 <- absInt n1 = n2+1
| Pos n1 <- abs_n, Neg n2 <- absInt n1 = -(n2+1)
where
abs_n = absInt n

The views proposal [4℄ points out that you an use views to
simulate (some) guards and, as we saw above, views have
similar purpose and fun tionality to at least some appli ations of pattern guards.
However, views give a view on a single value, whereas guards
allow arbitrary fun tion alls to ombine in-s ope values.
For example, lunky mat hes (Just val1) against (lookup
env var1). We do not want a view of env nor of var1 but
rather of their ombination by lookup. Views simply do not
help with lunky.
Views are apable of dealing with the data abstra tion issue
of ourse. However, ea h onditional sele tor would require
its own view, omplete with its own view type. This an
seem rather heavyweight. For example, our Haskell ompiler, GHC, has an abstra t data type alled Type. The
Type module o ers the fun tion

We an share the rst all to absInt but not the se ond
be ause n1 is not in the s ope of the where lause. Instead
we have to rely on (a) knowledge of the pattern- ompilation
algorithm, and (b) ommon-subexpression elimination, to
justify our hopes that there will be only two alls to absInt.
Again, in transformational-pattern form, the shared omputations seem easier to spot and an be ensured by an
extension of the pattern mat hing algorithm:
g (Pos (Pos n)!absInt)!absInt = n+1
g (Pos (Neg n)!absInt)!absInt = -(n+1)

getFunTyMaybe :: Type -> Maybe (Type,Type)

7 A omparison with views

This fun tion is a mixture of a predi ate (\is this a fun tion type") and a view (\the argument and result type are
these"). To use views we would have to say:

As we have already dis ussed, pattern guards and transformational patterns an be seen as addressing a similar goal
to that of views, namely re on iling pattern mat hing with
data abstra tion. Views were proposed by Wadler ages ago
[19℄, and are the subje t of a on rete proposal for a Haskell
language extension [4℄.
Consider, for example, the artesian representation of omplex numbers with a polar view.

view FunType of Type = FunType Type Type
| NotFunType
where
funType (Fun arg res) = FunType arg res
funType other_type
= NotFunType

This seems a bit heavyweight (three new names instead of
one) ompared with re-using the existing Maybe type. Not
only does this reuse save de ning new types, but it allows
the existing library of fun tions on Maybe types to be applied
dire tly to the result of getFunTyMaybe.
Sometimes it is quite un lear whether a fun tion should be
regarded as a \view" or not. For example, GHC has another
fun tion on Type:

data Complex = Cart Float Float
view Polar of Complex = Polar Float Float
where
polar (Cart r i) =
Polar (sqrt(r*r+i*i)) (atan2 r i)
pole = Polar

tyvarsOf :: Type -> [TyVar℄

With this view, fun tion de nitions an be written using the
polar representation in patterns relying on the automati
appli ation of the view transformation polar. This means
that it is possible to assume a parti ular representation of
abstra t data types in fun tion de nitions without exposing
or even knowing the representation used in the implementation. Note that in addition to the view transformation
polar we also need a fun tion pole to onstru t values of
the view type.
Without views we de ne the view type as an ordinary data
type and the view transformation as a fun tion.

that returns the free type variables of a type. One ould
regard this as spe ifying a \view" of a type as the free variables of the type:
view TyVarsOf of Type = TyVarsOf [TyVar℄
where
tyVarsOf ty = ...

Now we ould write

data Polar = Polar Float Float

f :: Type -> Int
f (TyVarsOf tyvars) = length tyvars

polar (Cart r i) = Polar (sqrt(r*r+i*i)) (atan2 r i)

instead of

Now it is natural to ask whether views subsume pattern
guards or vi e versa. The answer is \neither".

f :: Type -> Int
f ty = length (tyvarsOf ty)
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But the \view" has not made the program any simpler; indeed one ould laim the reverse.
Our point is this: there is a ontinuum between fun tions
that one might regard as \views" of a type and other
fun tions that are predi ates, or sele tors, or propertyextra tors. Extending the language with views undesirably
for es the programmer to hoose whether a parti ular fun tion is best regarded as a view or not. Pattern guards do
not for e su h a hoi e. Instead, the same a ess fun tion
(for example, getFunTyMaybe) an be used in ordinary expressions or pattern guards.

 is less heavyweight to use when de ning many informa-

tion extra tion fun tions over an ADT;

 does not on eal where omputation takes pla e.

8 Equational reasoning with transformational patterns
Problems in reasoning with Miranda laws and views arise
be ause a onstru tor of a lawful type or view an be used
both within a pattern and as an expression. In parti ular,
the use in an expression is problemati . Suppose, for example, we have a onstru tor Half :: Int -> Half of a view
type Half that is de ned to divide its argument by 2.

7.2 Do pattern guards subsume views?
Views allow the treatment of an abstra t data type as a
on rete data type as far as pattern mat hing is on erned.
In parti ular, the same notation an be used for pattern
mat hing on abstra t and on on rete data types. In ontrast, with transformational patterns we have to extend the
patterns by pattern a tions.

view Half of Int = Half Int
where half i = Half (i `div` 2)

When we now de ne a fun tion

Although views are notationally only a little more on ise
than transformational patterns, one ould argue that the
small notational di eren e presents a usage barrier, and
therefore views might be better suited to promote data abstra tion while retaining pattern mat hing.
Now with regard to the Polar example, with views we an
simply use a Polar onstru tor in a pattern knowing that
the view transformation is applied automati ally, whereas
with transformational patterns we have to all the polar
fun tion expli itly.
Thus we might prefer to write (using views)

f :: Half -> Int
f (Half i) = i+1

multC (Polar r1 t1) (Polar r2 t2)
= pole (r1*r2) (t1+t2)

we ould try to reason, by repla ing equals for equals,
that f (Half 8) = 9, whi h, however, is not true be ause
f (Half 8) = 5 due to the omputational part of Half.
The solution proposed by Burton and Cameron [3℄ is to forbid the use of view onstru tors, su h as Half, in expressions. This works well, but one always has to be aware of
the status of a onstru tor and whether it is a view onstru tor or not.
With transformational patterns we would have to de ne a
plain data type together with a fun tion performing the desired omputation of the onstru tor Half.

rather than (using transformational patterns)

data Half = Half Int

multC (Polar r1 i1)!polar (Polar r2 i2)!polar
= Polar (r1*r2) (t1+t2)

half i = Half (i `div` 2)

Now when we use Half in equations, nothing harmful an
happen be ause all omputation is made expli it. For example, it is valid to on lude f (Half 8) = 9 sin e Half
is just a data type onstru tor performing no omputation
on its argument at all. This is be ause the above de nition
for f essentially does not use the view in its original sense.
To make use of the view omputations we have to give a
di erent de nition for f:

One might argue, though, that the latter a urately indiates that there may be some work involved in mat hing
against a view, ompared to ordinary pattern mat hing.
With transformational patterns we an also safely use the
Polar onstru tor (see also Se tion 8).

7.3 Summary

f :: Half -> Int
f (Half i)!half = i+1

We believe that the pattern-guard and transformationalpattern proposal

But now it is evident that we just annot use an equation
like f (Half 8)!half = 9 be ause (Half 8)!half is not
an expression. Hen e, the additional requirement made by
Burton and Cameron is impli itly given in our approa h just
by the syntax of transformational patterns.
On the other hand, it is possible to use transformational patterns in equational reasoning. To explain this it is helpful to

 is mu h simpler to spe ify and implement than views;
 gets some expressiveness that is simply ina essible to

views;

 su essfully re on iles pattern mat hing with data ab-

stra tion, albeit with a slightly less ompa t notation
than views;
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re all how patterns are used, for example, in the transformation of an expression f e. This happens in two steps: rst,
the stru ture of e is examined (this is either obvious be ause
e is an appli ation of a onstru tor or it is given in a pre ondition of the urrent transformation, for example, something
like e = x:xs). Then the equation for f that mat hes the
stru ture of e is determined, say f (x:xs) = e', and f e is
substituted by e'.
Now transformational patterns t into this s heme as follows. Suppose, f ontains an equation f p! = e'. Then
when you an make the assumption p = e in a proof, you
an repla e the expression f e by e'. Of ourse, as with
other patterns, one has to hoose the rst possible mat h to
get a sound transformation.

An alternative, more general view is that a failing pattern
mat h raises an ex eption, say, Fail, that an be aught
in the same or in another ase expression. Su h a treatment of pattern mat h failure ould be ni ely exploited by
transformational patterns: a pattern mat hing failure in a
pattern a tion an be aught to be able to rea h the next
fun tion equation. In this se tion we sket h a possible extension along these lines. We regard this se tion as mu h
more spe ulative than the rest of the paper.
As a rst example we give a de nition for the view-version
of the fun tion power [19℄.
power
power
power
power

We illustrate this by a small example. Suppose we have
de ned sele tion sort with the help of a fun tion min' ::
Ord a => [a℄ -> (a,[a℄) that extra ts a minimum from a
list.

:: Int -> Int -> Int
x 0
= 1
x n!asOdd = x*power (x*x) n
x n!asEven =
power (x*x) n

The two fun tions asOdd and asEven both halve their argument but mat h only for odd and even numbers:

sort :: Ord a => [a℄ -> [a℄
sort [℄
= [℄
sort (m,r)!min' = m:sort r

asOdd n | n `mod` 2 == 1 = n `div` 2
asEven n | n `mod` 2 == 0 = n `div` 2

Now we would like to prove the orre tness of sort. Using
the prelude fun tion all we an de ne a predi ate for sorted
lists as follows.

With these partial de nitions, the appli ation of, say, asOdd
to an even number, is de ned to yield a program error that
propagates through to the top level, but with the extended
Fail semanti s the pattern mat h failure raised in asOdd is
aught in power and auses the third equation to be tried.
As a further example we show how transformational patterns make it possible to use pattern mat hing su essfully
on graphs. Graph algorithms traditionally onsider graphs
as monolithi blo ks, and this view is re e ted in their
lumsy de nitions. As an alternative we have proposed an
indu tive view of graphs that makes re ursive de nitions
of graph algorithms feasible [5℄: a graph is either empty,
or it is onstru ted by adding a node together with edges
from/to its prede essors/su essors. Let Node be the type of
node values, and let Graph be the type of unlabelled graphs.
A node ontext is a node together with a list of su essors
(third tuple omponent) and a list of prede essors ( rst omponent):

sorted [℄
= True
sorted (x:xs) = all (x<=) xs && sorted xs

Suppose we already know the following property of min'.
Lemma 1 min' l = (x,xs) ) all (x<=) xs = True
Then we an easily prove:
Lemma 2 sorted (sort l) = True
Proof. We perform a ase analysis on the list argument: if
l = [℄, we have
sorted (sort [℄)
= sorted [℄
= True

type Context = ([Node℄,Node,[Node℄)

If l 6= [℄, we have min' l = (m,r), and we an sele t the
se ond equation for sort:

Then we an de ne an empty graph onstant and a fun tion
for su essively adding node ontexts:

sorted (sort l)
= sorted (m:sort r)
= all (m<=) r && sorted r

empty :: Graph
embed :: (Context,Graph) -> Graph

Note that embed yields a runtime error if either the node to
be inserted is already present in the graph or if any of the
prede essor or su essor nodes does not exist in the graph.
We also have a fun tion mat h that lo ates the ontext of a
parti ular node in a graph.1

Now by indu tion sorted r an assumed to be true, and
all (m<=) r is true due to Lemma 1.
2

9 Pattern mat h failure as a rst- lass entity?

mat h :: Node -> Graph -> (Context,Graph)

In Haskell, pattern mat h failure is onsidered a lo al event
that has to be dealt with in one and the same ase expression or (if not dealt with) results in an (unre overable) error.

1 mat h is de ned so that for all nodes v ontained in g the following
law holds: embed (mat h v g) = g.
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Now with a fun tion su that simply proje ts onto the third
omponent of a ontext we an give a highly on ise de nition of depth- rst sear h:
dfs
dfs
dfs
dfs

:: [Node℄ -> Graph -> [Node℄
[℄
_
= [℄
(v:vs) ( ,g)!(mat h v) = v:dfs (su
(_:vs) g
= dfs vs g

give:
(w') ase v of { p!f -> e; _ -> e }
= ase e of { y ->
ase f v of {
Nothing -> y ;
Just x -> ase x of { p -> e; _ -> y }}}
where x and y are ompletely new variables
0

0

M

++vs) g

It remains to be shown how pattern a tions an be lifted into
the Maybe type. We give a de nition that follows the stru ture of expressions. Sin e only ase expressions are a sour e
of possible pattern mat h failure, wrapping Just and adding
Nothing happens just there. In all other ases, lifting is just
re ursively passed through (or ignored). In parti ular, onstants, onstru tors, and variables remain un hanged. For
appli ation, abstra tion, and ase expressions we obtain:
(e1 e2 )
= e1 e2
(x:e)
= x:e
( ase e of fpi -> ei g) = ase e of { fpi -> Just ei g;

The arguments of dfs are a list of nodes to be visited and
the graph to be sear hed, and the result is a list of nodes in
depth- rst order. Note that we do not need a data stru ture
for remembering the nodes that we have already seen |
by repeatedly removing ontexts from the graph we rather
\forget" (in the graph) the nodes that have been visited so
far. If we then try to revisit a node, this leads in mat h to a
mat h failure, ausing dfs to try the third equation, whi h
simply ignores the urrent node.

M

M

M

M

M

9.1 Semanti s

_

Note that at hing pattern mat hing failure is not possible
with transformational patterns when they are just redu ed
to pattern guards. Therefore, we have to provide an independent semanti s de nition. One possible way to go is to
de ne pattern mat hing within a Haskell version that a ounts for ex eptions. A proposal for ex eptions was made
in [13℄, giving a pre ise semanti s together with an eÆ ient
implementation. Pattern mat h failure ould be de ned in
that ontext to raise a Fail ex eption, and pattern mat hing
had to at h Fail ex eptions to sele t fun tion equations.
In that proposal at hing ex eptions leads, in general, to
non-determinism. To see this, onsider the expression e1 +
e2, and assume that e1 and e2 result in two di erent exeptions. Now what should be the result of e1 + e2? If
we avoid to x the evaluation order, all we an do is to
either de ne + to make a non-deterministi hoi e or to return the set of all ex eptions raised anywhere within e1 and
e2. The last proposal was made in [13℄. Even when dealing with ex eption sets, he king for a parti ular ex eption
re-introdu es non-determinism. However, in a framework
where Fail is the only ex eption one ould also think of
just he king whether an ex eption has o urred at all or
not. This eliminates non-determinism to a large degree, but
it might still be the ase that one and the same program
ould diverge or not depending on, for example, the platform or the larger ontext in whi h it was ompiled. Again,
onsider expressions like bot + Fail.
Another possibility is to de ne the more general behaviour of
transformational patterns within the urrent Haskell framework. The problem we fa e here is that a pattern-mat h
failure within the pattern a tion must not yield ? sin e
this annot be aught in the ase expression ontaining the
transformational pattern. We an ope with this by performing a sour e- ode transformation e of pattern a tions
to wrap all possible results with Just, and add a default ase
that returns Nothing. Then we perform pattern mat hing
against Nothing in the ase rule dealing with transformational patterns. The orresponding ase equation is easy to

-> Nothing }

The problem with this approa h is that it does not work well
with separate ompilation, in parti ular, with pre ompiled
libraries: in general, we do not have a ess to the de nition
of a fun tion that is used in a pattern a tion and that lives
in a separately ompiled module. In that ase the above
s heme breaks down be ause we do not know the fun tion's
sour e ode and we therefore annot apply the sour e ode
transformation.

9.2 Summary
In this se tion we have sket hed a more spe ulative development of the pattern-mat hing idea. We regard it as debatable whether the additional power of these extended transformational patterns is worth the ost in terms of semanti
ompli ations, or loss of separate ompilation. However,
rst- lass pattern-mat hing failure would very mu h obviate the need for pattern guards be ause Fail an be used
to \step ba k" into a fun tion's pattern mat hing pro ess.
Our earlier proposals, of pattern guards and transformational patterns, des ribed in Se tions 3 and 4, do not involve
any su h semanti or ompilation ompli ations.

10 Related work
One of the rst extensions to pattern mat hing was the lawful types of Miranda [18, 16℄: in this approa h the programmer is allowed to add equations to a data type de nition
that a t as rewrite rules to transform data type values into a
anoni al representation. The approa h has two main problems: rst, in many appli ations di erent representations
are needed to use data types and pattern mat hing onveniently (see, for example, the polar vs. artesian representation of omplex values [3, 12℄ or di erently rooted trees to
represent sets [6℄), and Miranda laws prevent this. Se ond,
laws ause problems with equational reasoning [16℄.
The most prominent and most widely a epted extension to
pattern mat hing seems to be the view me hanism whi h

M
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was rst proposed by Phil Wadler [19℄ and that was later
adapted by several others [3, 4, 11℄. With views one an have
as many di erent representations of a data type as needed.
For ea h su h representation, alled view, two fun tions in
and out must be de ned that map from the (main) data type
into the view type and vi e versa. Views do not su er from
the rst restri tion of Miranda laws, but the view transformations must be inverses of ea h other, and this sometimes
either leads to partial de nitions or auses problems with
equational reasoning due to ambiguities.

a tive destru tors be ause their omputing fun tions have
a ess to other bindings of the pattern, and a tive patterns
are less general than a tive destru tors and than pattern
guards and transformational patterns be ause the argument
and result type must be the same.
Just as views and laws and the other approa hes mentioned
so far were motivated by ombining pattern mat hing and
ADTs, there are some other, more limited, approa hes that
are also driven by spe i appli ations: ontext patterns [9℄
give dire t a ess to arbitrary deeply nested sub-parts of
terms; they are very similar to other tree transforming languages (for example, [8, 15℄). In parti ular, they only work
for algebrai , free data types, and omputations on mat hed
values are not possible. The abstra t value onstru tors presented in [1℄ provide a fa ility to abbreviate terms and allow the use of these abbreviations as expressions as well as
within patterns. Again, no omputations are possible on
the mat hed values. In ontrast, pattern abstra tions [7℄ do
allow a very limited form of omputation; the aim is to generalise pattern mat hing only as far as stati analyses, su h
as he king overlapping patterns or exhaustiveness, are still
de idable.
A di erent route to pattern mat hing is taken by Tullsen
[17℄, who onsiders patterns as fun tions of type a -> Maybe
b. This allows the treatment of patterns as rst- lass obje ts; in parti ular, it is possible to write pattern ombinators. Although the semanti s of patterns an be simplied onsiderably by that approa h, the use of patterns in
the language is rather lumsy even after the introdu tion of
some synta ti sugar through so- alled pattern binders.
Let us nally ompare the des ribed extensions with our proposal from a general point of view. Whereas it is quite easy
and straightforward to use a pattern guard or a transformational pattern in a fun tion de nition (just put it there!),
the use of an a tive destru tor (or of a view, or of any other
proposal) requires the de nition of su h a pattern at some
other pla e before it an be used. In many ases this is prohibitive either be ause adding an additional de laration is
not justi ed by, say, only one appli ation or be ause it is
just faster or shorter not to use that on ept. For example,
the de nition of the fun tion last based on a reverse view
of lists (see [19℄) requires some e ort to de ne the view type
and the view transformations, whereas it an be immediately written using pattern guards:

The reasoning problems were rst solved by Burton and
Cameron [3℄ who restri t the use of view onstru tors only to
patterns. Hen e, the out fun tion is not needed anymore,
and the in fun tion need not be inje tive. This has been
adopted by all view proposals that were made sin e then.
Okasaki [11℄ has de ned the view on ept (the proposal of
[4℄) for Standard ML. He pays spe ial attention to the intera tion of view transformations with stateful omputations
that are possible in ML.
We have demonstrated that views an be easily simulated
by transformational patterns.
In [12℄ a tive destru tors were introdu ed that allow the
de nition and use of patterns, alled a tive patterns,
that might perform omputations to produ e bindings:
p mat h q where r = e de nes an a tive destru tor p
that an be used as a pattern in pla e of q. During the
mat hing pro ess e is evaluated using bindings produ ed by
q and produ ing new bindings in r that an nally be used
by p. A tive destru tors extend the apabilities of views,
but they require even more synta ti overhead. In parti ular, a new notation is needed for the typing of patterns.
A tive destru tors an, to some degree, perform omputations like pattern guards and transformational patterns, but
they annot a ess other variables bound in the same fun tion equation, whi h we onsider a highly useful feature.2
A tive destru tors an also be simulated by pattern guards
and transformational patterns. For example, de ne a fun tion q = e and use the transformational pattern p! in
pla e of the a tive destru tor p.
The \p as f" onstru tion introdu ed in [2℄ is also similar
to transformational patterns: a pattern mat hing fun tion
f an be onverted into a pattern p so that it an be omposed with other patterns. This is used to express pattern
mat hing on union types.
The goal of the a tive patterns introdu ed in [6℄3 was to
enable the mat hing of spe i representations of data type
values. Whereas views always map a value in one view type
to a anoni al representation, a tive patterns allow the sele tion of an arbitrary one. The idea is that spe ialised
onstru tors an reorganise data type values before they are
mat hed. This reorganisation is intended to yield a representation that suits the urrent fun tion de nition best. With
regard to these prepro essing apabilities, a tive patterns
are similar to transformational patterns and also to a tive
destru tors. However, a tive patterns are more general than

last xs | (x:_) <- reverse xs = x

or with transformational patterns:
last (x:_)!reverse = x

The situation here is omparable to that of fun tion
de nitions vs. anonymous fun tions (that is, lambdaabstra tions): sometimes it is useful to have anonymous
fun tions, although it is synta ti ally ni er to apply a dened fun tion.
A further aspe t is that pattern de nitions an be used only
for pattern mat hing, whereas a fun tion used in a pattern
guard or as a pattern a tion an also be used in expressions.
Another di eren e we already stressed is that our proposal
makes it expli it where omputations take pla e in patterns

2 A tive destru tors allow a very limited and rather ad-ho way of
passing additional parameters into pattern fun tions; this is des ribed
in [12℄ only for Haskell-spe i arithmeti n + k-patterns and requires
yet another extension to the typing notation.
3 The work of [12℄ and [6℄ was performed independently leading to
the homonym.
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whereas this information is hidden by views or a tive destru tors. As far as programming with ADTs is on erned,
hiding might be in most ases appropriate, however, in some
ases it might be more onvenient to have expli it information about omputations instead of de ning, learning and
remembering many di erent views.

11 Con lusions
We have introdu ed pattern guards and transformational
patterns that o er the possibility of prepro essing values
before they are mat hed against patterns. Our proposal
overs and even generalises previous approa hes to pattern
mat hing on abstra t data types. This extension allows a
useful lass of programs to be written mu h more elegantly
than with the urrent version of Haskell.
The required extensions to existing languages are minimal.
This applies both to the syntax and to the implementation,
whi h makes the introdu tion into Haskell very easy. In
fa t, pattern guards are already fully implemented in GHC
(transformational patterns are not yet implemented). The
syntax is not as neat as for views, but rather makes the omputations that happen expli it. We have argued that this
an be an advantage in using the patterns, understanding
programs, and in equational reasoning.
Our proposal is attra tive also from a more general language
design point of view be ause in formulating re ursive fun tion de nitions one always has to make two design de isions:
(i) whi h arguments are needed in whi h form for the re ursive fun tion appli ation(s) on the right-hand side, and (ii)
how an the parameters from the left-hand side be brought
into the required form. With traditional patterns, these two
losely related design de isions are separated by moving (ii)
into a (possibly distant) where blo k. With transformational
patterns both a tivities have been brought loser together;
this fa ilitates the programmer to fo us the view on the essential parts of re ursive de nitions.
Fahndri h and Boyland [7℄ all their pattern mat hing extension pattern abstra tions. Their approa h (and all the
others) require the naming of pattern abstra tions. Sin e
this is not needed in our approa h, pattern guards and
transformational patterns an be viewed as omplementing
the lands ape of pattern mat hing extensions by anonymous
pattern abstra tions.
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